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Asignment 
Paper: GE/CC-4 

Roll No Question 
210641010002 With suitable chat diagram explain diffence between Darwinism and Lamarkisim 
210641010012 Describe with suitable chart diagram difference between neo-Lamarkisim and Lamarkisim 
210641010017 Describe with  suitable  chart diagram about neo-Lamarkisim  
210641010022 Describe wih suitable chart  diagram about the evidence against Lamarkisim [evidence against  inheritance of acquired character] 
210641010024 Describe Germplasm theory which criticize the Lamarkisim with suitable chart  diagram  
210341000019 Describe some experiment that support the Lamarkisim with suitable chart diagram 
210341000026 With suitable chart diagram describe briefly about geographical time scale [only describe the definatin and different divisions no need 

to brief the division in incidence ] 
210341000046 With suitable chart diagram describe briefly about hadean eon [describe the incidence and characteristics of this eon ] 
210341000049 Describe briefly with chat diagram about the Archean eon 
210341000001 Describe briefly with chart diagram about Paleoproterozoic era  
210341000006 Describe briefly with chart diagram about Mesoproterozoic era 
210341000008 Describe briefly with chart diagram about Neoproterozoic era 
210341000010 Describe briefly with proper chart diagram about Paleozoic era  
210341000012 Describe briefly with proper chart diagram about Mesozoic era 
210341000016 Describe briefly with proper chart diagram about Cenozoic era 
210341000027 Describe briefly about geographical time scale with flow diagram [no need to brief anything] 
210341000030 Describe briefly about geographic isolation with flow diagram [isolation due to distance] 
210341000031 Describe briefly about temporal isolation with flow diagram 
210341000032 Describe briefly about hybritat isolation with flow diagram 
210341000036 Describe briefly with chat diagram about Allopetric speciation  
210341000038 Describe briefly with chat diagram about Sympetric speciation 
210341000041 Describe briefly with chat diagram about Parapetric speciation 
210341000045 Describe biological species concept with proper chart diagram  
210341000048 Describe Shibling species with proper chart diagram 
210341000056 Describe monotypic and polytypic species with proper chart diagram  
210341000058 Difference between morphological and classical concept of species with genetic species concept with proper chart diagram  

 
 
 
 
 
 



Instruction 
1. Internal Question contain above question along with “Chart of Evolution”. 
2. All students must submit two chart a. Chart containing answer of above questions and 2. Chart for horse evolution. 
3. All students must write their roll and registration number at the back side of the chart. 
4. Every student can use any colour or photo cutting for preparing chart but picture must be colour and writing by using sketch pen or any pen in blue or 

black colour. 
5. Chart for horse evolution returned to student after signature at the time of submission. 
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